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The House on Hummingbird Island
Sam Angus

Idie Grace is twelve when she inherits a dilapidated, grand 
old house on a tropical island, alive with unfamiliar sounds 
and colours, and is sent away from everything she knows to 
be the new mistress of Candletrees House. Idie soon 
realises that she can do whatever she wishes, and fills the 
house with the many exotic animals she finds on the island: 
turtles in the bathtub, monkeys in the parlour, and 
hummingbirds that will eat from the palm of her hand. But 
the house holds many secrets and the truth behind Idie's 
inheritance is the biggest secret of all. Perfect for fans of 
Eva Ibbotson and Katherine Rundell.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781447263036 $14.99

Stars Above
Marissa Meyer

The enchantment continues... The universe of the Lunar 
Chronicles holds stories - and secrets - that are 
wondrous, vicious, and romantic. How did Cinder first 
arrive in New Beijing? How did the brooding soldier Wolf 
transform from young man to killer? When did Princess 
Winter and the palace guard Jacin realize their destinies? 
With six stories - two of which have never before been 
published - and an exclusive never-before-seen excerpt 
from Marissa Meyer's upcoming novel, Heartless, about 
the Queen of Hearts from Alice in Wonderland, Stars 
Above is essential for fans of the bestselling and beloved 
Lunar Chronicles. *March release

St Martin's Press • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250104458 $18.99

Moomin's Mindfulness Colouring
Tove Jansson

This stylish and unique Moomin Colouring Book features 
original artwork from the coveted archive of Tove Jansson, 
creator of the Moomins; one of the most cherished 
children's book series ever written. Beautifully conceived 
and designed, this contemporary colouring book features 
striking patterns and scenes as well as all your favourite 
Moomin characters and their most memorable quotes. The 
perfect gift for Moomin fans of all ages. *April release

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Colouring & Painting Activity Books

9781509810024 $24.99

Detective Dog
Julia Donaldson

Peter's dog Nell has an amazing sense of smell. Whether 
it's finding a lost shoe or discovering who did a poo on 
the new gravel path, her ever-sniffing nose is always 
hard at work. But Nell has other talents too. Every 
Monday she goes to school with Peter and listens to 
children read. So who better to have on hand when they 
arrive one morning to discover that the school's books 
have all disappeared! Who could have taken them? And 
why? There's only one dog for the job ... and Detective 
Dog Nell is ready to sniff out the culprit! Written by the 
brilliant Julia Donaldson and stunningly illustrated by the 
multi-talented illustrator and printmaker Sara Ogilvie, 
Detective Dog is a fast-paced celebration of books, 
reading, libraries, and the relationship between a little 
boy and his rather special dog.

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • Picture Books

9781509801596 $24.99

There's an Owl in My Towel
Julia Donaldson

There's an Owl in My Towel is a beautiful and engaging 
book for little ones from Julia Donaldson and Rebecca 
Cobb, the creators of the bestselling The Paper Dolls - with 
over 200,000 copies sold worldwide. It's tricky to have 
breakfast when there's a mole in your bowl! Gentle humour 
abounds as one baby's every activity is thwarted by a 
variety of surprising animals. But who wouldn't be happy to 
find a ted in their bed? Featuring satisfyingly simple rhyming 
text and charming illustrations on fresh white backgrounds, 
this gorgeous board book is a perfect gift. With big flaps to 
lift and irresistible actions throughout, children are sure to 
delight in joining in. And that's not all, because there's an 
online song to enjoy too! Written and recorded by Julia 
Donaldson, the wonderful 'There's an Owl in My Towel' 
song is the perfect accompaniment to the book and sure to 
become a favourite sing-along tune.

Macmillan Children's Books • Baby Books

9781447251804 $14.99

Summer Days, Summer Nights
Stephanie Perkins

This beautiful collection features twelve gorgeously 
romantic stories, by some of the most talented and 
exciting YA authors writing today. Includes: Leigh 
Bardugo, Nina LaCour, Libba Bray, Francesca Lia Block, 
Stephanie Perkins, Tim Federle, Veronica Roth, Jon 
Skovran, Brandy Colbert, Cassandra Clare, Jennifer E 
Smith and Lev Grossman.

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • Short stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781509809899 $22.99
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Dream On
Kerstin Gier

Romance, secrets, and new dream-world dangers follow Liv Silver into Book 2 of the
Silver Trilogy. Things seem to be going well for Liv Silver: she's adjusting to her new 
home (and her new family) in London; she has a burgeoning romance with Henry Harper, 
one of the cutest boys in school; and the girl who's been turning her dreams into 
nightmares, Anabel, is now locked up. But serenity doesn't last for long. It seems that Liv's 
troubles are far from over - in fact, suddenly they're piling up. School gossip blogger 
Secrecy knows all of Liv's most intimate secrets, Henry might be hiding something from 
her, and at night Liv senses a dark presence following her through the corridors of the 
dream world. Does someone have a score to settle with Liv? Romance, adventure, and 
danger abound in Dream On, the second book in the Silver Trilogy.

St Martin's Press • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781627790796 $29.99

Funny Stories For 7 Year Olds
Helen Paiba

Funny Stories For 7-Year-Olds is a bright and varied selection of wonderfully entertaining 
stories by some of the very best writers for children. Perfect for reading alone or aloud -
and for dipping into time and time again. With stories from Dick King-Smith, Michael Bond, 
Philippa Gregory, Jacqueline Wilson and many more, this book will provide hours of 
fantastic fun.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Children's, Teenage & educational

9781509804979 $14.99

Funny Stories For 8 Year Olds
Helen Paiba

Funny Stories For 8-Year-Olds is a bright and varied selection of wonderfully entertaining 
stories by some of the very best writers for children. Perfect for reading alone or aloud -
and for dipping into time and time again With stories from Judy Blume, Anne Fine, Dick 
King-Smith, Morris Gleitzman and many more, this book will provide hours of fantastic fun.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Children's, Teenage & educational

9781509805013 $14.99

Molly Moon's Incredible Book of Hypnotism: Molly Moon 1
Georgia Byng

Orphan Molly Moon was found as a baby in a box marked 'Moon's Marshmallows'. For ten 
miserable years she's lived under the cruel rule of Miss Adderstone in grim Hardwick 
House. But her life changes overnight when she finds a mysterious book on hypnotism and 
discovers an amazing talent - the power to make people do anything she want them to. 
Escaping from the orphange, Molly flies to New York in search of fame and fortune. But 
her adventures in hypnotism lead her into the clutches of a dangerous enemy . . .

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781509821303 $14.99

Three
Justin D'Ath

Sixteen-year-old Sunday Balewo is next in line for the presidency of Zantuga. When his 
father dies, Sunday finds himself on the run from the unlikeliest of assassins - a baboon 
with a bomb. Not just an action-packed thriller, but a novel about friendship, loyalty and the 
value of life itself.

Ford Street Publishing • PB • Thrillers (Children's / Teenage)

9781925272277 $18.95

Kill the Boy Band
Goldy Moldavsky

Fangirls get a bad rap all the time - people say we're weird, hysterical, obsessed, 
certifiable. But those people don't understand. Just because we're fangirls, doesn't mean 
we're crazy. It's important you know that up front. Because everything I'm about to tell you 
is going to seem...well, crazy. From thrilling debut author Goldy Moldavsky comes Kill The 
Boy Band, a pitch-black, hilarious take on modern fandom and the badass girls who have 
the power to make - or break - the people we call 'celebrities'.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781509804511 $16.99

My Cuddly Friends
Rod Campbell

Rod Campbell, the creator of the preschool lift-the-flap classic Dear Zoo, has been a 
trusted name in early learning for over thirty years. Toddlers will love learning about 
kittens, puppies, rabbits and lambs in My Cuddly Friends, with an animal friend to press 
out, pop up and play with on every spread. The carrying handle means children can take 
them with them wherever they go! With bright, colourful artwork and a collection of pets to 
play with, My Cuddly Friends is a fun and exciting way for toddlers to explore the shapes 
of their favourite animals. Perfect for children who love animals!

Macmillan Children's Books • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

9781447298762 $14.99

Olympic Sport: The Whole Muscle-Flexing Story 100% 
Unofficial

Glenn Murphy
Are Olympic athletes born stronger and faster than the rest of us? Why do tennis rackets 
have strings? How do gymnasts balance on their hands? Why do hurdlers do the splits 
when they jump? Glenn Murphy, author of Why is Snot Green?, answers these and lots 
of other brilliant questions in this fascinating book about the science of sport. From running 
a marathon to beating your friends at basketball or being the bendiest gymnast around, 
find out everything you ever wanted to know about sports and games and what it is that 
makes athletes the best at what they do.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Children's / Teenage: general non-fiction

9781447254683 $14.99

Puck of Pook's Hill
Rudyard Kipling

Playing in the gardens of their home, Dan and Una come across Puck, an ancient fairy 
with a gift for storytelling. Plucking figures from history to weave his magical stories, Puck 
takes the children from the Norman conquest to the signing of the Magna Carta. Set in the 
surroundings of his Sussex home, Bateman's, Kipling's sparking storytelling perfectly 
captures the myth and mystery of the English countryside. First published by Macmillan in 
1906 and featuring original illustrations by H. R. Millar, this collection of stories and poetry 
is a classic to treasure.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781509830756 $14.99

Rewards and Fairies
Rudyard Kipling

This second collection of stories and poetry featuring Dan and Una and their adventures 
with the fairy, Puck, is a classic to treasure. Set in the surroundings of his Sussex home, 
Bateman's, Kipling's sparkling storytelling perfectly captures the myth and mystery of the 
English countryside. Originally published by Macmillan in 1910, the collection includes If, 
the nation's favourite poem and features original illustrations by Charles E. Brock.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781509830749 $14.99

All Mine!
Zehra Hicks

A bold and very funny story all about a seagull who simply cannot share! Poor Mouse is 
just about to tuck into his lunch, when in swoops Seagull and gobbles it up. Mouse's crisps 
aren't safe either... what a rude and greedy bird he is! But Mouse has a fiendish trick up his 
sleeve, which just might cure Seagull of his thieving ways. All Mine! is a brilliantly funny 
cautionary tale about the importance of sharing; the strong visual narrative and energetic 
dialogue will make it a sure-fire hit at story time. With striking, brightly coloured artwork and 
slapstick humour, this yummy comic caper is a read-along delight for young children.

Macmillan Children's Books • Humorous stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781509817757 $14.99

Busy Baking
Louise Forshaw

With lots to see and heaps to do, in Busy Baking children can join in by pushing, pulling 
and turning the tabs to bake some treats for a party. Collect the ingredients, beat the eggs 
and decorate the cake with lots of strawberries. Children will love playing with this bright 
and colourful board book with gentle rhyming text and wonderful illustrations by Louise 
Forshaw, which is part of the Busy Book series. Also available: Busy Garage, Busy 
Builders, Busy Playtime, Busy Beach, Busy Garden, Busy Park, Busy Airport, Busy 
Railway, Busy Town, Busy Farm, Busy Bookshop, Busy Swimming, Busy Fire 
Station, Busy Zoo, Busy Hairdresser and Busy Pets

Campbell Books • Cooking & food (Children's / Teenage)

9781509808960 $6.99

Busy Pets
Louise Forshaw

With lots to see and heaps to do, in Busy Pets children can join in by pushing, pulling and 
turning the tabs to learn about looking after pets. Feed the dog some treats, watch the 
hamster turn in its wheel and visit the bunny in the garden. Children will love playing with 
this bright and colourful board book with gentle rhyming text and wonderful illustrations by 
Louise Forshaw, which is part of the Busy Book series. Also available: Busy Garage, 
Busy Builders, Busy Playtime, Busy Beach, Busy Garden, Busy Park, Busy Airport, 
Busy Railway, Busy Town, Busy Farm, Busy Bookshop, Busy Swimming, Busy Fire 
Station, Busy Zoo, Busy Hairdresser and Busy Baking

Campbell Books • Pets (Children's / Teenage)

9781509808953 $6.99

The Mighty Dynamo
Kieran Crowley

Noah's dream is to become a professional footballer and the School's World Cup qualifying 
tournament might just be his ticket to getting signed up. He's definitely the best player in 
school but when he's banned from the team for a fight he didn't start, all Noah's dreams 
come crashing down. With the help of his best friend Stevie and some very unlikely new 
teammates, Noah is determined to make it - even if that does mean playing for St Mary's 
School for Girls!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Sporting stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781447299783 $14.99



Swashbuckle Lil: The Secret Pirate
Elli Woollard

When evil pirate Stinkbeard tries to kidnap Lil's teacher, it's up to schoolgirl and secret 
pirate, Lil, to come to the rescue. In story two it's sports day, but there's a very hungry croc 
on the loose. Can Lil and her trusty parrot, Carrot, scare Stinkbeard and his pet croc 
away? Swashbuckle Lil: The Secret Pirate, by author Elli Woollard and illustrator Laura 
Ellen Anderson, is the first in an exciting series with two rip-roaringly rhyming, brilliantly 
illustrated stories in each book which make the perfect transition from parent-led to 
independent reading.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781509808823 $14.99

The Giant of Jum
Elli Woollard

"Fee!" he said, and "Fi!" he said, and "Fo!" he said and "Fum!" Look out children, the Giant 
of Jum is grumpy and hungry and he's off in search of a tasty snack. And the tastiest of all 
is a boy called Jack! But Jack and his friends don't see a scary giant, they see a magically 
tall man - a man who can fetch lost balls and rescue cats from trees! Perhaps this hungry 
giant is softer than he seems... An incredible rhyming text and a brilliant, big-hearted twist 
on a classic fairy tale, from the uniquely talented author and poet, Elli Woollard, and 
award-winning illustrator, Benji Davies. The Giant of Jum also contains an important 
message for all: don't eat kids, eat cake!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

9781509829927 $14.99

Then Again, Maybe I Won't
Judy Blume

Tony Miglione is thirteen, and his family lives in a cramped house in New Jersey. But then 
his Dad invents something that makes them rich, and they move to a luxury home in Long 
Island. But being rich brings it's own problems - Tony's Grandma feels useless when she 
doesn't have to cook any more, and his mum is obsessed with impressing the neighbours, 
but Tony knows the boy next door isn't as perfect as he looks. The only upside to his new 
life is that his neighbour Lisa keeps undressing with the light on. As he tries to adjust to his 
new life Tony starts to suffer from anxiety attacks and wishes everything would just be 
normal again. Then Again, Maybe I Won't is a classic coming of age story from the boy's 
perspective, from Judy Blume, the author of Are You There, God? It's Me, Margaret.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Family & home stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781509806256 $14.99

Starring Sally J. Freedman as Herself
Judy Blume

Sally J. Freedman loves making up stories - stories in which she is always the star of her 
own lavish film spectaculars. But when her close-knit family is separated because of her 
brother's illness, even Sally's daydreams are not enough to comfort her. With her beloved 
father left behind in New Jersey, a winter in the Florida sunshine seems gloomy, and the 
cramped and dingy flat can't compare with her comfortable home, or her new classmates 
with her old friends. Worst of all it is 1947 and Sally is convinced that Adolf Hitler is alive 
and living in Miami Beach . . . Starring Sally J. Freedman as Herself, by bestselling 
author Judy Blume, is a insightful story which speaks directly to children in Judy Blume's 
inimitable style.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Family & home stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781509806287 $14.99

Blubber
Judy Blume

The classic novel about bullying from the phenomenal Judy Blume. Reissued with an eye-
catching new look. Blubber is a thick layer of fat that lies under the skin and over the 
muscles of whales... When Linda innocently reads out her class project, everyone finds it 
funny. Linda can't help it if she's fat, but what starts as a joke leads to a sustained and 
cruel ritual of humiliation. Jill knows she should defend Linda, but at first she's too scared. 
When she eventually stands up to the bullies, she becomes their next victim - and what's 
worse, Linda is now on their side...

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Family & home stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781509806249 $14.99

Iggie's House
Judy Blume

Winnie's best friend, Iggie, has just moved away - and Winnie's bored out of her mind 
without her. So she's determined to be friends with the new family, the Garbers, who've 
moved into Winnie's old house - especially Glenn, who's kind of cute. But certain people 
don't want the Garbers to be there, and have started a petition to get rid of them. You see 
Glenn and his family are black, and Grove Street is stuck in the past. And the toughest 
thing of all is that Winnie's terrified her parents might sign the petition - and there's nothing 
she can do to stop them. Iggie's House is a moving novel that tackles neighbourhood 
prejudice, from celebrated children's author, Judy Blume.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Family & home stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781509806263 $14.99

It's Not the End of the World
Judy Blume

Karen's parents have always argued, and lately they've been getting worse. But when her 
father announces that they're going to get divorced, it seems as if Karen's whole world will 
fall apart. Her brother, Jeff, blames their mum. Her kid sister, Amy, asks impossible 
questions and is scared that everyone she loves is going to leave. Karen just wants her 
parents to get back together. Gradually, she learns that this isn't going to happen - and 
realizes that divorce is not the end of the world. It's Not the End of the World is Judy 
Blume's classic young adult novel about family separation.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Family & home stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781509806270 $14.99

Under the Sea
Tiago Americo

Join Sally Seahorse and her watery friends in Under the Sea: First Sticker Story Fun as 
they take part in an ocean talent show. Who will win first prize? There's a googly-eyed sea 
creature on every spread including a crab, dolphin, whale, turtle and shark in eleven 
magical scenes imaginatively illustrated by Tiago Americo. With over two hundred stickers 
to bring each picture to life, colouring-in and first facts, this sticker activity book with a 
simple story is perfect for busy little hands and a great introduction to life under the sea. 
Titles to collect: Monsters, Dinosaurs, Baby Animals, Pirates, Fairies

Campbell Books • PB • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

9781509806720 $14.99

Monsters
Tiago Americo

Join troll Hairy Harry and his monster mates in Monsters: First Sticker Story Fun as they 
prepare for the most humongous feast of the year. What will each creature bring? There's 
a googly-eyed monster on every spread including a yeti, vampire, dragon and slime 
monster in eleven fantastical scenes imaginatively illustrated by Tiago Americo. With over 
two hundred stickers to help bring each picture to life, colouring-in and first facts, this 
sticker activity book with a simple story is perfect for busy little hands and a great 
introduction to the spooky world of monsters! Titles to collect: Under the Sea, Dinosaurs, 
Baby Animals, Pirates, Fairies

Campbell Books • PB • Sticker & Stamp Books

9781509806737 $14.99

Edible Numbers
Jennifer Vogel Bass

Count your fruits and vegetables in this second tasty board book featuring unusual, 
delicious, and brightly colored foods! Juicy apples! Plump, ripe pears! Twisted mushrooms! 
Counting your way through the farmer's market has never been so much fun. Discover a 
world filled with exciting fruits and vegetables in this bright, bold follow-up to Edible 
Colors. This simple concept counting book will leave your mouth watering as you count 
from one to twelve with a kaleidoscope of tasty produce. Readers will learn about counting, 
variety, and color through the detailed, crisp photographs of homegrown and farmer's 
market fruits and vegetables!

St Martin's Press • Early Learning: Numbers & Counting

9781626722859 $14.99

Edible Colours
Jennifer Vogel Bass

Now available in board book, discover how to eat your colors in this bold concept book 
about unusual fruits and vegetables! With a combination of unusual foods and a 
kaleidescope of colors, this concept book shows that not all foods have to look the same 
way. A banana can be red, broccoli can be purple, and cherries can be yellow and still 
taste just as delicious. This tasty book of edible colors is now available as a board book for 
the youngest of eaters!

St Martin's Press • Early Learning: Colours

9781626722842 $14.99

A Fire Truck Named Red
Randall de Seve

Everything old is new again in this lively intergenerational story about a boy and his 
grandfather fixing up a vintage toy fire truck. A young boy has his heart set on a brand-new 
toy fire truck, so he is disappointed when he gets his grandfather's rusty old fire truck, Red, 
instead. But working together, the boy and his grandfather patch Red right up while 
Grandpa tells his grandson all about the adventures he had with Red when he was a boy.

Farrar Straus Giroux • HB • Picture Books

9780374300739 $24.99

The Airport Book
Lisa Brown

Follow a family and the youngest member's favorite sock monkey through all the inner and 
outer workings of an airport.In a book that is as intriguing as it is useful and entertaining, 
we follow a family on its way through the complexities of a modern-day airport. From 
checking bags and watching them disappear on the mysterious conveyer belt, to security 
clearance and a seemingly endless wait at the gate to finally being airborne. But wait! 
There's more! The youngest family member's sock monkey has gone missing. Follow it at 
the bottom of the page as it makes a journey as memorable as that of the humans above.

St Martin's Press • HB • Picture Books

9781626720916 $26.99

100 Fun and Easy Learning Games for Kids
Amanda Boyarshinov and Kim Vij

Kids love to play, but they don't always love to learn. With 100 Fun & Easy Learning 
Games for Kids, turn playtime into an opportunity for your children to learn skills that will 
prepare them for school. In the activities, children learn fundamental skills in areas like 
reading, writing, math, science, the world, art and music-but they'll have so much fun, they 
won't even realise they're learning! For example, in the activity Zip-Line Letters, children 
learn letter sounds as the letters zoom across the room. In Family Photo Word Puzzles, 
they learn word recognition and problem solving as they put together puzzles of family 
members' photos and names. With Pattern Snake in a Sack, kids learn patterning and 
colour recognition by arranging coloured rocks in the shape of snakes.

St Martin's Press • PB • Hobbies, quizzes & games (Children's / Teenage)

9781624141966 $34.99



The Only Thing Worse Than Me Is You
Lily Anderson

Stephanie Perkins meets 10 Things I Hate About You in this fresh, romantic debut young 
adult novel inspired by Much Ado About Nothing. Trixie Watson has two very important 
goals for senior year: to finally save enough to buy the set of Dr. Who figurines at the local 
comic books store, and to place third in her class and knock Ben West-and his horrendous 
new mustache that he spent all summer growing-down to number four. Trixie will do 
anything to get her name ranked over Ben's, including give up sleep and comic books-well, 
maybe not comic books-but definitely sleep. After all, the war of Watson v. West is as 
vicious as the Doctor v. Daleks and Browncoats v. Alliance combined, and it goes all the 
way back to the infamous monkey bars incident in the first grade. Over a decade later, it's 
time to declare a champion once and for all. The war is Trixie's for the winning, until her 
best friend starts dating Ben's best friend and the two are unceremoniously dumped 
together and told to play nice. Finding common ground is odious and tooth-pullingly-
painful, but Trixie and Ben's cautious truce slowly transforms into a fandom-based 
tentative friendship. When Trixie's best friend gets expelled for cheating and Trixie cries 
foul play, however, they have to choose who to believe and which side they're on-and they 
might not pick the same side.

Griffin • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250079091 $26.99

True Born
L E Sterling

In Dominion City, once you reach eighteen they're supposed to tell you. Plague has taken 
half the population, and the remaining Lasters wait without hope for their genes to self-
destruct. Only the elite Upper Circle can afford potentially life-prolonging Splicer 
treatments. For seventeen-year old identical twins Lucy and Margot Fox, though, the tests 
never end - yet no one seems to be ready to reveal what they are. When Margot 
disappears, a desperate Lucy has no choice but to put her faith in the Plague-resistant 
True Borns. As Lucy and the True Borns set out to rescue her sister, they stumble upon a 
vast conspiracy stretching from Dominion's street preachers to shady Russian tycoons. But 
why target the Fox sisters? As they say in Dominion, it's in the blood.

St Martin's Press • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781633753198 $24.99

The Society
Jodie Andrefski

Trinity Academy's gold-plated secret society is about to be turned upside down. 
Seventeen-year-old Sam Evans plots revenge on her ex-bestie, Jessica, who happens to 
perch at the top of the Society's social ladder - and helped put Sam's dad in jail. Sam may 
no longer be cool enough to be invited to rush the Society, but she's tech-savvy enough to 
know how to use it in her plan. Sam fake taps three "initiates" to do her dirty work, each 
none the wiser that they're merely puppets in a quest to dethrone Jessica. Convinced Sam 
is losing it, her best friend Jeremy distances himself, which just fuels Sam's manic 
personality. Get-backs can be a bitch, and things nosedive when Sam realises her plan 
isn't as flawless as she thinks-and if she's not careful she could be joining her dad behind 
bars.

St Martin's Press • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781633753181 $16.99

The Whale in My Swimming Pool
Joyce Wan

A funny and clever story about a boy who makes the best out of a whale of a situation. 
Perfect for summer - now in board book format. One sunny day, a little boy heads outside 
for a swim, but his pool is already taken...There's a big whale in the water and it's not 
budging! The boy tries everything to get the whale to leave. Nothing seems to work. Not 
fetch. Not tag. Not even offering the whale his allowance. What's a boy to do? Luckily, he 
comes up with the perfect solution: if you can't beat 'em, join 'em. This colorful whale of a 
tale from the talented Joyce Wan is sure to inspire giggles from little guppies!

Farrar Straus Giroux • Picture Books

9780374301880 $14.99

Arnie, the Doughnut
Laurie Keller

The bestselling and much-loved picture book about Arnie - a very special doughnut who 
takes charge of his life and makes a great friend in the process. At first glance, Arnie looks 
like an average doughnut-round, cakey, with a hole in the middle, iced, and sprinkled. He 
was made by one of the best bakeries in town, and admittedly his sprinkles are candy-
colored. Still, a doughnut is just a doughnut, right? WRONG! Not if Arnie has anything to 
say about it. And, for a doughnut, he sure seems to have an awful lot to say. Arnie has 
bigger plans in store for himself!

St Martin's Press • PB • Picture Books

9781250079473 $14.99

Laughing at My Nightmare
Shane Burcaw

An irreverently funny debut YA memoir that takes an honest and raw look at an average 
guy with a not-so-average disability. With acerbic wit and a hilarious voice, Shane Burcaw 
describes the challenges he faces as a twenty-one-year-old with spinal muscular atrophy. 
From awkward handshakes to having a girlfriend and everything in between, Shane 
handles his situation with humor and a "you-only-live-once" perspective on life. While he 
does talk about everyday issues that are relatable to teens, he also offers an eye-opening 
perspective on what it is like to have a life-threatening disease.

St Martin's Press • PB • Children's / Teenage: general non-fiction

9781250080103 $16.99

Emergency
Playtown

Playtown emergency services are always busy, working hard to keep the people of 
Playtown safe! Inside this highly detailed, illustrated board book, children will be fascinated 
to discover more about Playtown's doctors, firefighters, police and rescue crews, as well as 
the places they work, vehicles they drive and equipment they use to do their jobs. Each 
busy page has flaps to lift which give children more detail and information about the picture 
above. At the back of the book are two gatefold pages to open up, showing what goes on 
inside Playtown's bustling hospital.

Priddy Books • Pop-Up & Lift-The-Flap Books

9781783412822 $12.99

My First Alphabet
My First Touch and Feel

From A is for Apple to Z is for Zebra, this touch-and-feel board book is perfect to help 
babies and toddlers learn their alphabet. Each letter is represented by a familiar object or 
friendly animal character, all of which are designed in a highly appealing, charming and 
engaging illustration style. From fabric to flocking to glitter, every spread has a stimulating 
touch-and-feel texture for little hands to reach out to and explore. Builds language and 
speech skills and aids sensory development.

Priddy Books • Early Learning: ABC Books / Alphabet Books

9781783412884 $12.99

Lift-the-Flap First 100 Farm Words
First 100 Lift-the-Flap

From animals to buildings, crops to machines, there are more than 100 first farm words to 
learn in this interactive board book with more than 50 lift-the-flaps. Underneath the flaps, 
young readers will meet farm animals and find out where they live, learn about the different 
jobs that need to be done on a busy farm and much more. Also features play-and-learn 
games including guessing the animal noises and matching animals to their babies, plus a 
farmers' market memory game. Encourages speaking skills, develops hand-eye 
coordination and builds vocabulary.

Priddy Books • Pop-Up & Lift-The-Flap Books

9781783412846 $12.99

Dot to Dot for Busy Tots
Wipe Clean

A perfectly pink wipe-clean dot-to-dot book for toddlers with 56 pages of fun and engaging 
puzzles. With dots to connect, trails to follow and matching exercises to complete, the 
puzzles inside help develop pen control, hand-eye coordination and problem solving skills. 
Pages are wipe clean, and the book comes with a wipe-clean pen, so that all of the 
puzzles can be completed, wiped away and repeated. With brightly coloured spiral binding, 
curved edges and a fun carry handle.

Priddy Books • FB • Interactive & Activity Books & Packs

9781783412440 $7.99
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